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RATIONALE

Over the last decade or so a new category of computer-readable languages has emerged:
languages for expressing documents. Early examples include troff, TeX, postscript and div;
later examples include SGML and HTML. In recent times the language of choice appears
to be XML. This course will explore the variety, motivation and architecture of document
languages and provide students with practical experience in the use of XML and the
Document Object Model, which is often used in conjunction with XML. An intelligent
agent (of the non- human variety) is a process running on a computer which interacts with
humans, other agents, and anything else on the Internet to provide services. In principle,
agents can be used to find best prices, optimise decisions, collect information, arrange
schedules, and so on. The presence of an ubiquitous communication facility (the Internet)
only increases the momentum with which agents are increasing their impact. This course
explores the existing work on intelligent agents, and provides students with some exploratory
experience of the development and use of simple agents in a networked environment.

SYNOPSIS

This course will start with an historical introduction to document languages including
references to the troff, nroff, and TeX languages, progressing then to a brief introduction
to the postscript printer language. Students will be expected to write and test some simple
postscript programs. Next the rationale for the introduction of SGML is discussed, and
these languages are introduced. The Document Type Description (DTD) feature of SGML
is introduced (and students will be expected to develop a simple DTD) and then the
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Document Object Model is studied. At this stage students will be expected to develop a
simple XML parser written in Java, using the JDOM class library. In the second half of the
course, agent technology will be introduced, starting with the concept of rational agents,
which adopt the belief, desire, intention model for an agent; then emotional agents are
discussed; the last topic discussed in relation to agents is the use of XML and protocols
which make use of XML for communication with and between agents. Finally, the course
is reviewed.

OBJECTIVES

On successful completion of this course students will:

• be proficient in the use of the postscript language;
• be familiar and proficient with the use of XML and its use as a medium for

communication between software tools, document repositories, and agents;
• understand the use of agents and be able to construct a simple agent.

TOPICS

Description Weighting (%)

1. Historical survey of document languages 10.00

2. The Postscript Printer Language 10.00

3. SGML and XML 10.00

4. Document Type Descriptions 10.00

5. The Document Object Model 10.00

6. Introduction to Agents 10.00

7. Rational Agents - the Belief-Desire-Intention Model and other models
of Agents

10.00

8. Emotional Agents 10.00

9. XML as a language for communication between and with agents; SOAP
& XP

10.00

10. Course Review 10.00

TEXT and MATERIALS required to be PURCHASED or ACCESSED:

Books can be ordered by fax or telephone. For costs and further details use the 'Book Search'
facility at http://bookshop.usq.edu.au by entering the author or title of the text.

Department of Mathematics and Computing CDROM SET 1, S2, 2002 (available from the
USQ Bookshop). This CD set contains course material, Windows and Linux Software for
this and various other courses. For more information about the CD sets and their use, please
refer to http://www.sci.usq.edu.au/cdrom.

Castro, E. 2001, XML for the World Wide Web, Peachpit Press, Berkeley.
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STUDENT WORKLOAD REQUIREMENTS

ACTIVITY HOURS

Laboratory or Practical
Classes

60

Lectures 26

Private Study 60

Tutorial 13

ASSESSMENT DETAILS

Description Marks Out of Wtg(%) Required Due Date

ASSIGNMENT 1 100.00 30.00 Y 09 Aug 2002

ASSIGNMENT 2 100.00 35.00 Y 20 Sep 2002

ASSIGNMENT 3 100.00 35.00 Y 25 Oct 2002

OTHER REQUIREMENTS

1 It is the students' responsibility to participate actively in all classes scheduled for
them, and to study all material provided to them or required to be accessed by them
to maximise their chance of meeting the objectives of the course and to be informed
of course-related activities and administration.

2 To complete each of the assignments satisfactorily, students must obtain at least
half of the marks available for each assignment.

3 To be assured of a pass in this course, students must: obtain an overall mark of at
least 50%; and obtain an overall mark of at least 50% in the assignments.

4 Final grades for students will be determined by the addition of the marks obtained
in each assessment item, weighted as in the Assessment Details.

5 The due date for an assignment is the date by which a student must dispatch the
assignment to the USQ. The onus is on the student to provide proof of the dispatch
date, if requested by the Examiner. Students must retain a copy of each item
submitted for assessment. This must be produced within five days if required by
the Examiner.

6 In accordance with University's Assignment Extension Policy (Regulation 5.6.1),
the examiner of a course may grant an extension of the due date of an assignment
in extenuating circumstances. This policy may be found in the USQ Handbook,
the Distance Education Student Guide and the Faculty of Sciences' Orientation
Handbook for new on-campus students. All students are advised to study and follow
the guidelines associated with this policy. An assignment submitted after the due
date without an extension approved the Examiner, will attract a penalty of 10
percent of the assigned mark for each day (or part thereof) that the assignment is
late.

7 Candidates should be aware that the University has policies and regulations
(Regulation 5.6.2.2) about the use of unfair means and electronic devices in an
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examination and they should refer to them to determine whether or not actions they
intend to take are acceptable to the University.
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